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Secure IoT With 
Microchip and Kinibi-M

Richard Hayton & Mehdi Oukacha
Trustonic Ltd.

Deck updated for those who did not attend.
Lab materials are available and URLS are in this PPT

You will need to buy a SAM L11 Pro developer board



What skills you need (or will help!)

C coding / debug in Atmel Studio (Visual Studio-esk)

A bit of Java used on laptop (don’t need to write any)

Some exposure to security coding (not essential)

To have set up your laptops already…



Be Prepared

(Hopefully you have done this already)



Ingredients

SAM L11 Explain Pro
(https://www.microchip.com/
DevelopmentTools/ProductDe
tails/PartNO/DM320205)

Windows PC
Micro USB Cable

Lots of software…

https://www.microchip.com/DevelopmentTools/ProductDetails/PartNO/DM320205


Download resources for lab

Prerequisite Instructions

Step by step screenshots for each lab

Code snippets (to save typing)

Full solutions

https://www.trustonic.com/iotresources

https://www.trustonic.com/iotresources


Software (for PC)

• Atmel Studio
• Kinibi SDK including Atmel Studio Extension
• Python 2.7 (for build tools)
-------
Plus some extras for labs
• Java JDK 
• Serial port for java (http://fizzed.com/oss/rxtx-for-java)
• Run AtmelPathUpdate.py (from 

https://www.trustonic.com/iotresources)

http://fizzed.com/oss/rxtx-for-java
https://www.trustonic.com/iotresources


● One time board setup. Don’t forget!

Prepare Board

You can re-run this 
to reset you board
back to a  state
(with Kinibi-M)
if you get stuck



Climbing the security mountain

Code Isolation

Reduce attack surface and protect 

software on device by isolating 

critical parts

Encryption & Key Establishment

Protecting critical data so only your 

service can read it

Connecting to the cloud

Putting it all together



Under the surface



Under the surface
Security Features

Encryption, isolation, …

Secure Provisioning

Flashing, update, attestation

Secure Foundation

Secure boot, power management,

secure interrupts, debug, data flash, MPU

control, tamper detection, …



Security at large and small scale 

Arm Cortex-A53 Processor
High Power (lots of cores)

External RAM/Flash (unconstrained) 
Relatively expensive / power hungry

Arm Cortex-M23 Processor
Low Power (single core) 

Everything on SOC (constrained) 
Relatively cheap / low power

Secure Applications

Trustonic Kinibi / Kinibi-M
Trusted Execution Environment

Arm TrustZone®
Hardware isolation for security



Using a MCU –

There is a lot more flexibility that you may be used to…

Need to configure the device (‘fuses’) to say how hardware works

And then flash code into the right location so that it runs when 
device is started

Atmel Studio & Kinibi SDK will help!



What makes this MCU Secure??

Supports Arm TrustZone® 
• This means there are two memory regions – one for normal

code and one for secure code

Other hardware isolation
• Memory Protection Unit (x2) allowing fine grain control
• Tamper detection
• Flash scrambling
• Crypto accelerator
• …



SAM L11 Memory



A secure “OS” – Kinibi-M

This is a kernel to manage all the security functions

Supports multiple “secure modules” each of which is isolated

Provides key and crypto features

Allows data, interrupts, pins etc to be assigned to modules.

Plus utilities like printf over serial / flash storage etc.



“Kinibi-M”

Kernel
(Secure Partition Manager)

Trusted 
Module

Trusted 
Module Trusted 

Module

Trusted 
Module

Storage

interrupt

PIN

Clock

Regular
Code

“Secure World” “Normal World”



SAM L11 Xplained Pro

Minimal Normal 
World

Hello World Module
(call print module)

km_print (UART 
Output)

Java app to echo output from serial

Java SerialBridge

Laptop

Provided in SDK as Samples\HelloWorld

Lab #1



Steps

Phase 1 (run using debugger)
Create project, add code, set dependencies, compile.
Reset board, set fuse (=configure where SWD memory ends), 
set breakpoints, run

Phase 2 (output to serial)
Copy over km_print. Modify code. Compile
Set fuse, Run terminal emulator. run



First, some code…

WARNING

Code in ppt may have bugs / been trimmed for clarity
(e.g. error handling omitted)

All the real code is provided as source code and screenshots 
for you to inspect / crib from as you need



Calling modules

TEEC_InvokeCommand(moduleID,commandID,operation)

Operation is a structure

op.paramTypes indicates the type for each ‘slot’ (Buffer or value, in, inout or out)

op.param[i] is a union
op.param[i].tmpref.buffer
op.param[i].tmpref.size

op.param[i].value.a
op.param[i].value.b

For memory buffers

For integer values



Being called as a module

__attribute__((section (".sessionEntry")))
TEE_Result invoke_entry(uint32_t commandID,

TEEC_Operation *operation)
{
switch (commandID)
{
case TEE_DEBUG_PRINTF_STRING:

REQUIRE_TEEC_PARAMETERS(TEEC_MEMREF_TEMP_INPUT, 0, 0, 0);
…



Code Snippits

Normal World Code

Secure World (Module) Code



Lets go!



Useful stuff

https://www.trustonic.com/iotresources

Unzip to PC

https://www.trustonic.com/iotresources


Phase 1: Setup project & run debugger

Create project
add code
set dependencies
compile.
set fuse (=configure where SWD memory ends), 
set breakpoints
run



Plug in board



● Run atmel studio



● Create a project



● Please stick to these paths – will make debugging

easier!!!

If the ‘Trustonic’ folder doesn’t exist, 
you mucked up the

8. Configure Atmel Studio templates
Step from setup. Do it now!



● Rename the module file km_mymodule.h



● Define a module ID and Command ID





● Add code for this command (null for now)



● Call module from normal world



● Set start project



● Build (F7)



● Program fuse





Fuse value shown in build output. Don’t forget to hit 

“Program”



● Set build dependencies so ns depends on everything

else

1

2

3
4

6

5



● One time housekeeping #3

Set linker to force flashing of modules



● NS must link to all SW projects



● Before we run, set some breakpoints



● Set more breakpoints



● Run (F5) (Confusingly called ‘Continue’ in menu)



● Will stop in module with TEE_CMD_INIT

● Click ‘continue’



● Hit continue to return to main program



● Will stop in module with MY_COMMAND



Phase 2: Serial output

Copy over km_print.
Modify code.
Compile
Set fuse
Run terminal emulator on laptop
run



● Copy km_print from a sample

Copy

Paste

C:\Trustonic\KinibiM-SDK\Sdk\Samples\HelloWorldSample\Src

C:\Trustonic\MyLab\MyLab



● Add km_print to solution



● Add km_print to solution



● Add dependencies



● Set build dependencies so ns depends on everything

else

1

2

3
4

5

6



● Build once to create .elf file (needed for next step) (F7)



● Add linker dependencies





● Edit code



● Rebuild



● Set fuses!!!!



● Run serial program



● Run! (Ctrl-Alt-F5)

Look for output on serial program



● Run! (Ctrl-Alt-F5)

Look for output on serial program



Lab checkpoint…

You should have seen ‘Hello World’ printed out

If not…
• Did the java app find the serial console (? RTXT installed)
• Did the app run (try a breakpoint)
• Did you set the fuse (you will forget at least once!)
• Make clean and rerun. 

Don’t worry about debug now. We will help at end



Adding some security

Lets encrypt the message before sending it. Kinibi-M makes this easy…

TEEC_Operation op = {
.paramTypes = TEEC_PARAMETERS(TEEC_MEMREF_TEMP_OUTPUT, // output

TEEC_MEMREF_TEMP_INPUT, // input
TEEC_MEMREF_TEMP_INPUT, // key
TEEC_NONE),

.params[0].tmpref = { .buffer = cipherText, .size=cipherTextSize },

.params[1].tmpref = { .buffer = clearText, .size=clearTextSize },

.params[2].tmpref = { .buffer = key, .size=keySize}
};

// This returns [12 byte random nonce][16 byte AES-GCM TAG][AES-GCM Cipher Text]
// Note that the output buffer size used is always returned in .size
TEEC_Result ret = TEE_InvokeCommand(KM_CRYPTO, TEE_CMD_ENCRYPT_MESSAGE, &op, 0);



But how do we pick the key…

We could bake a key into the device, and put the same key on 
the server.

That is easy – but if an attacker can find the key they have just 
broken every instance of your product

A better way is to use PKI – so devices only know the public key 
(secure identity) of server. 



But …. 

This device is too small to do full PKI. It only has AES/SHA256

Trustonic provides a key establishment service to get round 
this limitation
• Kinibi-M knows how to talk to our service using a key 

injected in the Microchip factory (or a test key for dev)
• We can bootstrap secure comms from your device to your 

service using the services' public key.



Flow
Device Laptop Trustonic

Generate an AES KEY

Create a message 
revealing key to 
Laptop that only 

Trustonic can read

Encrypt message with 
Key

Ask Trustonic to 
reveal key to me

Use my private key 
to decrypt response

Decrypt message from 
laptop and reveal key

Decrypt message

Re-encrypt key using 
Laptop public key

Note Trustonic doesn’t see the ‘blue’ messages



Real Flow – extra detail
Device Laptop Trustonic

Generate an AES KEY

Create a message 
revealing base key to 

Laptop that only 
Trustonic can read

Encrypt message with 
Key

Ask Trustonic to 
reveal base key to 

me
Use my private key 
to decrypt response

Decrypt message 
from laptop and 
reveal base key

Decrypt message

Re-encrypt base key 
using Laptop public 

key

Generate ‘key 
material’

Add in key material

Trustonic doesn’t see the full key either



Prep – Laptop side

Generate a fresh public/private key pair on your laptop
java Encrypt -genKeys keys.txt
Generating fresh key pair...
Device should generate key 
for:7d250617328809d0fc67907a8cc53fbbaeee85a0a97545ec8e5a73656fd47355
Keys are written to keys.txt 
This is just for lab – real code should use a real keystore

Copy the SHA256 of the public key to your device code

At runtime this is used to establish an AES key



Laptop code #1 (in Encrypt.java)

We have a small demo framework to make it easy to read stuff from serial…

Map<String, String> await = new HashMap<String, String>();
await.put("Attestation", null);
await.put("EncMessage", null);
await.put("KeyMaterial", null);

SerialBridge bridge = new SerialBridge();
bridge.connect(args);
bridge.runUntil(await);

byte[] encryptedMessage = Utils.hexToBin(await.get("EncMessage"));
byte[] attestation = Utils.hexToBin(await.get("Attestation"));
byte[] keyMaterial = Utils.hexToBin(await.get("KeyMaterial"));



Laptop code #2 (in Encrypt.java)

String x = "\"requestKeyWrapper\":\"" + Utils.hexToBase64(serverPublicKey) + "\"";

Map<String, Object> m = Attest.doAttestationTest(attested, encryptedMessage, x);

String keyResponseStr = (String) SimpleJson.get(m, new String[] { "wrappedKey" });

byte[] keyResponse = Utils.base64ToBin(keyResponseStr);

SecretKey key = decodeAttestedKey(keyResponse, keyMaterial);

byte[] decrypted = decryptMessage(key, encryptedMessage);



Device code #1 (in module)

TEE_Result ret=0;
uint8_t attestation[512];
uint8_t key[16];
uint8_t encryptedMessage[128];
uint8_t nonce[] = {1,2,99,100};
uint8_t serverPubKey[32] = { 0xA8,0x39,0x6A,0x29,0xEC,0xB2,0x1C,0x9D,0xC1,0xC0,0xC1,0x0B,0xA3,
0x1C,0xE7,0x52,0x32,0x3B,0xF7,0x97,0x68,0xAB,0x77,0xCB,0xAA,0xB0,0xC0,0x2A,0xAE,0x30,0xC8,0xA2};

// Generate a shared key to use to talk to this server
ret =GenerateAttestedKey(key,sizeof(key),nonce,sizeof(nonce),

serverPubKey,sizeof(serverPubKey));

// now encrypt a message
// This returns [12 byte random nonce][16 byte AES-GCM TAG][AES-GCM Cipher Text]
size_t encryptedMessageSize=sizeof(encryptedMessage);
ret = EncryptMessage(encryptedMessage,&encryptedMessageSize,message,messageSize,key,sizeof(key));



Device code #2 (in module)

// Finally attest that this message came from us, and reveal key to server
size_t attestationSize = sizeof(attestation);
ret = AttestMessage(encryptedMessage,encryptedMessageSize,attestation,&attestationSize);

SECURE_LOG_RAW("@Set EncMessage=");
SECURE_LOG_HEXSTRING(encryptedMessage,encryptedMessageSize);
SECURE_LOG_RAW("\r\n");
SECURE_LOG_RAW("@Set Attestation=");
SECURE_LOG_HEXSTRING(attestation,attestationSize);
SECURE_LOG_RAW("\r\n");
SECURE_LOG_RAW("@Set KeyMaterial=");
SECURE_LOG_HEXSTRING(nonce,sizeof(nonce));
SECURE_LOG_RAW("\r\n")

return ret;



Note

GenerateAttestedKey ,EncryptMessage and
AttestMessage

are all simply wrapper for TEE_InvokeCommand that are a bit 
easier to read.

Look in header files to find definitions



Code time..

Write or cut/paste code from lab2_secureWorld.c
into your module

Don’t forget your key hash from keys.txt

Remember to set the fuse!

Run java Encrypt on laptop



Lab #2



● Generate a key



● Copy the key into your SWD module, and add headers

You must define __DEBUG 
before including 

km_debug_printing or you 
won’t get any output!



● Add code to generate key, encrypt message and attest

key & message came from this device



● Build and then set fuse

1



● Run on laptop…

● This waits for 3 values to be sent…



● Run on device..

1.Values sent from SAML11

2. Call Trustonic to verify

3. Get response

4. Extract key

5. Decrypt



One last step…

So we are sending an encrypted message to a server, and only 
that server can read the message

However how do we know it came from a valid device?

This is what attestation is all about



Digital Holograms™

To identify genuine devices, we arrange they know something 
private

Just like with keys, we don’t want the same info everywhere, or 
it won’t stay private for long

Instead we can inject ‘hologram’ into devices during 
manufacture to identify them later. Production holograms are 
unique (test ones are not)



Digital Holograms example

Microchip “MPU is Microchip: SAML11”

ODM

“Component is a Magnetic Trigger Rated 100lbs” 

“Passed QA”

OEM
“Device is ACME Roadrunner Trap”



Lab #3 (on your own!)

We add a hologram to each device to mark it as genuine
(we are using test holograms today)

Devices call out to our cloud service running on AWS
(we use a utility to bounce serial up over HTTPS)

Our cloud service checks devices are real, decodes the message 
and prints them out on the “wall of fame”



Device #1

Add a hologram. This is stored in flash, so you only need to do 
it once (you can always run setup_board.py to reset flash)
You can call this from NWD main (or SWD if you prefer)

#include “km_attest.h”

#define HOLOGRAM_A1 {0x80,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00}

uint8_t hologram[] = HOLOGRAM_A1;
AddHologram(hologram,sizeof(hologram));



Device #2

Use our cloud’s public key hash

{0x45,0x2d,0xee,0x44,0x04,0xf2,0x25,0x3b,0xf1,
0x43,0x81,0xec,0x3b,0xec,0x6e,0x80,0x60,0x8e,0
x18,0x41,0x77,0x56,0xda,0xd7,0x79,0xe6,0x23,0x
d0,0x3d,0x54,0x19,0xda};

Change your Hello World message to your name.



Laptop

Run the forwarding utility

java Forward -url http://ec2-54-67-67-68.us-west-
1.compute.amazonaws.com:8080/kinibim/upload

Now run your app and get your SAML11 to talk to the cloud
Note our cloud will reject request from anything without the 
right hologram or without the right key! 

http://ec2-54-67-67-68.us-west-1.compute.amazonaws.com:8080/kinibim/upload


Over to you

Finish of lab#1 and try #2 and #3





Lab#2 reminder

Cut/paste code from lab2_secureWorld.c into your module
Don’t forget your key hash

Remember to set the fuse!

Run java Encrypt on laptop



Lab#3 reminder
Add a hologram (see lab3.c)

Use our cloud’s public key hash
{0x45,0x2d,0xee,0x44,0x04,0xf2,0x25,0x3b,0xf1,
0x43,0x81,0xec,0x3b,0xec,0x6e,0x80,0x60,0x8e,0
x18,0x41,0x77,0x56,0xda,0xd7,0x79,0xe6,0x23,0x
d0,0x3d,0x54,0x19,0xda};

java Forward -url http://ec2-54-67-67-68.us-west-
1.compute.amazonaws.com:8080/kinibim/upload



If you have time…

Look at the SDK samples in C:\Trustonic\KinibiM-
SDK\Sdk\Samples

We have focused on the Encryption sample (with tweaks)

Look at CloudConnect1 and CloudConnect2



Many thanks


